Infor ION Business Vault

Better information yields
better results
Business systems generate vast quantities of
transactional data every day that could provide
valuable insight for decision making—if you could
access and analyze it quickly enough. Up until now,
making that information actionable typically involved a
laborious process of extracting data from multiple
systems, one at a time, matching each data set
field-by-field, then running reports. By the time you got
an answer, everyone forgot the question. Infor™ ION
Business Vault leverages flexible, modern technology
standards to deliver faster, more meaningful
management information from the business systems
you already have.

Innovative technology delivers
competitive advantage
Add new levels of intelligence and sophistication to
your existing business software with innovative ION
technology from Infor, which replaces traditional
middleware solutions with a speedy, lightweight
connective structure for faster, more accurate results.
Infor brings decades of industry-specific experience to
the task of solving the exact problems that make the
biggest differences to our customers. Today’s
customers face endless demands for greater speed,
and a need to cope with larger data volumes and
escalating complexity, while containing costs. Infor ION
technology adds a powerful, unified combination of
contextual business intelligence, common reporting
and analysis, streamlined workflow, and business
monitoring, all delivered within a single, consistent
architecture.

Infor ION Business Vault adds
unparalleled speed, flexibility, and
reliability to your analytics and
reporting processes.

onto a separate, dedicated resource, making it
unnecessary to wait overnight for analysis of critical
business data. And because ION Business Vault draws
on rich data connections between many different types
of data systems, it can rapidly reveal issues affecting
different parts of your business that you might not
otherwise recognize.
As a result, you’ll get:
• Easier search. When data resides in one place,
there's no need to index your transactional systems.
• Better reporting. Business Vault’s advanced data
management capabilities ensure that your data is
always consistent and relevant across your entire
organization.
• Up-to-date data. Event-driven synchronization
ensures that data is up-to-date as soon as each
transaction occurs in the originating system.
• Unbreakable reporting. In the past, upgrading a
business system would break the reports that drew
data from that system. With Business Vault, you can
upgrade systems without having to rebuild all the
associated reports.

Leading-edge architecture
builds speed

Infor ION Business Vault provides a single, optimized
repository for the data generated by your transactional
systems. A secure reservoir for transaction data from
multiple business systems gives you an easy way to
mine your data for more flexible, powerful reporting,
business intelligence, and analytics.

ION Business Vault dramatically accelerates reporting
and analytics by moving critical background functions

In addition, by shifting reporting data to a dedicated
system, Business Vault allows your transactional

systems to run faster, without being bogged down due to
the system resources required for reporting.
But the true source of Business Vault’s power comes from
the way it intelligently processes, structures, and
organizes the data it draws from your other business
systems. Because Business Vault combines swift, modern,
message-driven standards with a lightweight, flexible
architecture, you get faster answers to give you an
unmatched advantage in an accelerating business
environment.

Get faster, more meaningful
management information from the
business systems you already have.

Fresh approach translates to
great results
You’ll gain the competitive advantage of speed and
improved knowledge, thanks to Infor ION Business Vault’s
fresh new approach to timely reporting and analytics. In
addition, as a core resource in the Infor ION architecture,
Business Vault immediately increases the value that you
can generate from your existing business systems. But
above all, it give you unparalleled flexibility and reliability
in the analytics and reporting processes that allow you to
make quick, confident decisions that lead to long
term success.
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